Hello__________________.

Our district is helping to organize the Art Exhibit at the California Association for Bilingual Education (CABE) conference in March 2016. We would like to include artwork from all of the districts or county office groups that have been working on and planning all the logistics for the conference. CABE's theme for this year is "Bridging Multiple Worlds for Local & Global Success". We are asking each district to submit 30 pieces of art and to identify a contact person for us to coordinate the collection of the art. The art will be displayed on 4x8 rolling bulletin board panels. Our committee will create a standard template to identify the District and School names on each panel. We will also have a page for the public to make comments about the artwork.

Please be sure each piece of art has a label on the back of the piece. Labels will be provided. If you are using your own paper please mount student art with a black construction or matting and no larger than 12x18.

Art work can be submitted at the CABE conference meeting on January 28, 2016 or mailed to: MHUSD Ed Services Dept.
ATTN: CABE ART
15600 Concord Circle
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

We have also included a copy of the flyer to send out to your school sites to spread the word about the Art Exhibit.

Bev Jensen ELD TOSA with Morgan Hill Unified is available to answer any questions.
Bev Jensen
email: jensenb@mhusd.org
Ph# 408-201-6078

Thank you for your support in helping to organize the collection of art from your schools.
Sincerely,
CABE committee for Art Exhibit